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SUMMARY 

Several aRpmic surveys-were made-by the Bureau of
Mineral Resources, Delhi Australian Petroleum Ltd, -Phillips Petroleum
Company, and L. H. Smart Oil Exploration Company Ltd during the period
from 1959 to 1963 between Eula and the -Queensland/South Australia bbrder

-area of the Eromanga -Basin. This report -covers the seismic work done by
the Bureau of Mineral Resources in 1962 and 1963 and also incorporates
the results of the work done by the private oil exploration companies.
It 'aims at providing information^ngture and -structure Of the rocks
underlying -the-Mesozoic sediments - of - theiromanga Basin.

The . seismic results - have -been -interpreted with reference
the'geology as known from the Delhi-Santos Orientos No. 1 and

Dullingari- No: 1 wells-near - the - Queensland/South'Australiatorder - and
- the' Smart -Oil Orient 'No. 2-well. on 'the Grey -Range.

Good -to - poor - quality-reflections-were - recorded- east and-
-west-of the - Grey'Range, and . two- main reflection horizons (the 'C! .and - 'P'
-horizons) - were - correlated -across - unshot-portions .of the reflection -

traverses. - It is believed that' the^horizon-correspamis-to-an-hOrizon
within the Blythesdale.Group, and' the 'P'-horizon corresponds to a zone
'containing" coal measures -within the -Permian sediments -when they - are
-presenti- or -the base -of -the Mesozoic sediments^if 'no" Permian - is present.

- Both- east -and . west of the Smart Oil Orient No. 2-well,
steeply dipping reflections were recorded from below the 'P' horizon,
suggesting-the'presence of a considerable thickness of OrOvic$nn or ,

- other-pre-Permian'sediments.

On - the . Grey -Range, the- Mesozoic - sediments have a
minimum thickness of 3000 ft. 'The thickness increases both to -the west
and to the east, - reaching -values of about -7000 ft'nearthe Delhi-Santos

-Orientos 'No.. 1 well'and-about 4300 ft-near -Tygarra-Bare -to'the- east.

Seismic work near'Coongoola, 30 miles north-eastof
Cunnamullat confirmed -that there is's: shallow'depression -between -the

- Eulo Shelf -and-the -Nebine- Ridge. Refraction .depth'probing -was -done at
' a number of locations' in -the - Eulo/Grey'Range -area where-basement rocks
were expected at reasonably shallow depths. This work indicated that
the sedimentary cross-section increases to the west from Eulo to
Tygarra Bore and then decreases to the Grey Range.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the latter half of 1962, the No. 1 Seismic Party
of the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and - Geophysics (BMR)
commenced a reconnaissance survey, using both reflection and
refraction seismic techniques, between St George and the Queensland/
South Australia border (Plate 1). The programme was not completed in
1962, and it was decided to complete the reflection and refraction
work near the Grey Range during 1963, in addition to investigating
gravity anomalies in the area. The survey .was - completed . in October
and November 1963.

This report presents the results of that part of the
-M. survey between the Nebine Ridge/Eulo Shelf and the Queensland/
South Australia border and also incorporates the results of work done
by Phillips Petroleum Company and L. H. Smart Oil Exploration Company
Limited in the Thargomindah area and Delhi Australian Petroleum
Limited in the Orientos area (Plate 2). The report was prepared in
1964 and does not include any work that may have been done since then.

. The .main purpose of the survey was to investigate the
nature of the rocks beneath the Mesozoic sediments of the Great
Artesian Basin, attempting to determine whether they are sedimentary
or 'igneous, and also to determine whether there are-any large
depressions or deep troughs of sediments beneath the Mesozoic rocks.

Although a large number of water holes had been drilled
in the area into the shallow Mesozoic artesian aquifers, little was
known of the nature of the rocks underlying the Mesozoic. However,
two recent wells, the Delhi-Santos Dullingari No. 1 and Orientos No. 1
wells, penetrated Permian sediments and entered Ordovician sediments
without encountering crystalline basement (Delhi-Australian Petroleum
Ltd, 1963a and 1963b). A third well, the Smart Oil Orient No. 2,
drilled on the Grey Range, passed through the Mesozoic rocks into
recrystallized greywacke of unknown age (L. H. Smart Oil Exploration
Co. Ltd, 1963). In Section 5 of this report an attempt has been made
to correlate the geology from these three wells using the geophysical
results obtained in the area.

Thargomindah the largest Sown in the area under
consideration, is situated at latitude 28 south and lies about 50
miles east of the Grey Range. The town lies on the main beef road
that serves the south-west cattle-raibing district and has an air
service .once a week.

Topographically, the area is one of relatively low
relief, gibber hill's, and low broken ranges. Elevation decreases to
the west from about' 500 ft above sea level in the Eulo area to 400 ft
at Thargomindah, rising again to about 500 feet over the Grey Range
and gradually decreasing westwards to a height of about 350 ft above
sea level in the western part of the area. The seismic datum level .
for the survey was taken as 300 ft above sea level.

The climate in October and November, the months in which
the work in the Thargomindah-Noccundra area was carried out in both
1962. and 1963, as generally dry and hot with occasional dust storms.
Periods of above century heat were not infrequent during November.

Details of the staff' employed and the equipment used
during the 1962 and 1963 surveys are listed in Appendix A.
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2. GEOLOGY AND PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL WORK

Geology 

The geology of the area - surveyed-le show,n in Plate. 3.

•The reader is referred to Whitehouse (1954) or Mott
(1952) for.a .comprehensive discussion of .the -geology of the Great
Arlesian Basin.---Both-writers consider that the southern part of the

- Great Artesian Basin is divided into two sub-basins separated-by-the
Nebibe Ridge and Eulo Shelf; The part of the Great Artesian Basin to
Ahe'east of-the4lebine Ridge is called the Surat Basin, and the part
to the west, the-Eromanga-Basin. - The Nebine Ridge' andthe Eulo Shelf
are 'continuous laterally along the New South Wales/Queensland border,
but 'are separated by a north ,-trending - sedimentary -trough to. the north

- neirCunnamulla (Whitehouse, 1954).

-At - the -eastern edge -of -the Eromanga .Basin, on the Eulo
Shelf, the Mesozoic section is thin, and granites, associated with
slates similar to the Ordovician-Silurian-slates in the neighbouring
marginal area in New South'Wales crop-out in-the Eulo-Hungerford area.
An - age deteiOnation made-by.Dr.CUrtisat.Berkeley University,
California, on these granites, using the potassium-argon method,

-.indicated an age of 368 million years, or Devonian. Westward from the
Eulo Shelf, the Mesozoic sediments of the Eromanga Basin gradually
deepen, probably reaching-a maximum thickness near theQueensland/
SOuth Australia border.

DelhiqrmerSabtos Innamincka No. 14011, 20 miles
north-east of Innamincka-,:penetrated 6700 ft of Mesozoic sediments
•and passed through 320 ft of Permian sediments before entering e. thick
sequence of red sandstones and shales of 'unknown age (Delhi Australian
.Petroleum:Ltd,1961a). Delhi-FrOme-Santos Betoota:No. 1.well, near
Betoota, penetrated 5750 ft of Mesozoic sediments and-passed directly
into greywacke, siltstonee, and-Conglomerates, possibly the equivalent
of the.red beds- of-the Innamincka No. 1 well (Delhi Australian
Petroleum Ltd,-1961b). Two more recent wells, the Delhi-Santos
Orientos No. 1 and Dullingari No. 1 wells, drilled' south of the
Innamincka No.-1 well, penetrated. greater thicknesses of Permian
strata_before entering 'unknown-thicknesses of Ordovician sediments.
Orientos No. 1 (Plates 2 to 4 ) passed through 5950 ft of Mesozoic,
13.00 ft of Permian, and penetrated 4200 ft of Ordovician sediments
without encountering crystalline basement -(Delhi Australian Petroleum
Ltd,1963b). Dullingari No. , 1 penetrated 6700 ft of Mesozoic, 2325 •
ft of Permian and 2450 ft of Ordovician sediments (Delhi Australian
Petroleum Ltd, 1963a). However, the Orient No. 2 well drilled by

Smart Oil Exploration Co. Ltd on the Chesson Anticline on the
Grey Range, 110 miles east of Orientos No. 1, passed from Mesozoic
sediments into recrystallized. greywacke of Unknown age at a depth of
3350 ft. There.are . no deep wells in the area between the Orientos and
Orient wells. A comparison of the stratigraphies of the two wells is
given in Appendix D.

One of the main objects 'of the seismic survey was to
'- 'determine' the -'extent' - of' pre.Me'soz'oic 'sedimentz•'beneath"t'he"sed±ents of
the Great Artesian-Basin ..--From -the-point -of-view of -petroleum"

-prospects, the- Permiarreediments - are-probabIy-the-most- prospeCtive of
- the pre-Mesozoic rocks -in'eastern-Australia. It was therefore of
prime importance to determine the extent of the Permian sequence
eastwards from their known occurrences in the Delhi-Santos
DUllingari No. 1 and Orientos No. 1 wells.

v
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A number-of anticlinal or domal structures are evident
at the surface in the Eromanga . Basin. These have been mapped by
photogpology. Although these structures generally have low flank dips,
they are often of large areal extent. In the Quilpie area, gravity
anomalies associated with the structures indicate that their relief
may increase with depth, and seismic evidence tends to support this.
The structures often correspond to topographic 'highs', for example,
the -Canaway and Pinkilla Anticlines north-west and west of Quilpie,
and the Chesson Anticline, west of Thargomindah, are all part of the
Grey Range. In fact, the Grey Range has been postulated as being the
expression of a large regional basement ridge trending north-,east. The
Orient No. 2 well supports this contention to some extent. However,
recent gravity work north of Thargomindah indicates an area of low
gravity beneath the Grey Range between the Pinkilla and Chesson
Anticlines, both of which coincide with gravity 'highs'.

•^ On the Queensland/South Australia border a well-
developed system of large folds exist (Sprigg, 1950). The structures
are in the form of large elongated domes,-e.g. at Innamincka and
letoota. The domes are up to 50 miles or more in length, 30 miles
wide, and have a closure of up to 1000 ft. In general their axes
trend - north-east. A disconformity between the Cretaceous and Tertiary
strata indicates that the folding began in the Upper Cretaceous and
reached its climax in the Lower Tertiary.

AERMIEMILS_DIEKtEa

The Bureau of Mineral Resources has flown a number of
long airborne magnetometer traverses over the western portion of the
Great Artesian Basin. Several or these crossed the area of the seismic
survey, including one from Cunnamulla to Innamincka that runs
approximately along the seismic traverse. The interpretation of this
traverse appears in Plate 2 and shows that the magnetic basement
deepens gradually from Eulo, where it is at a depth of 2000 ft, to
the Queensland/South Australia border, where its depth is in excess of
13,000 ft. Another line running south-west from Quilpie shows a
gradual rise in magnetic basement from 10,000 ft at Quilpie to near-
surface at Tibooburra; the depth of the magnetic basement where this
line crosses the seismic traverse.near the Grey Range is about 8000
ft. There does not appear to be any magnetic expression of a basement
ridge below the Grey Range.

Delhi Australian Petroleum Ltd carried out a more
detailed aeromagnetic survey in the north-east corner 8f South Australia
which extended into Queensland as far as longitude 142 20' E and covers
the western end of the seismic reconnaissance line-(BMR, 1965). A
large sedimentary basin was indicated in the border area centred just
north of Innamincka, with depths to magnetic basement in excess of 15,000
ft. It was suggested that the magnetic horizon mapped in this survey
could be associated with the "red beds" encountered in the Innamincka
No. 1 well, rather than an igneous or metamorphic basement rock.

HHowever, the depth estimates in the vicinity of the well are of the
order of 15,000 ft, which is in excess of 'the' total depth of the well
(12,600 ft) and well below the top of the "red beds", which is at 7050
ft. A comparison of the Calculated depths to-magnetic basement at the
Orientos No. 1 and the Dullingari No. 1 wells with the sedimentary
section encountered in these wells (see Plate 2) suggests that the
magnetic basement lies below the Ordovician sediments.
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Gravity surveys 

Helicopter reconnaissance gravity surveys done by the
BMR have covered the Thargomindah Noccundra - and adjacent - areas.

- (Barlow, in preparation.)

The Bougueranomaly contour -map and-the gravity feature
cverlay (Plate 4) indicate -that the greater portion of - the area - under

-. consideration is ocOupied by the Durham Downs gravity Platform. This
region includes - a number of closed gravity 'highs 4 some of which can
becorrelated - vith known - anticlinal features.

The Durham Downs Gravity Platform is interpreted as an
area in which -the post-Carboniferous sedimentary section is reduced.
The sediments can be expected to be considerably reduced in thickness'
over structures indicated by local-gravity 'highs'.

In the southern part of the Thargomindah 1:250,000 map
area a gravity 'high' feature correlates with the Chesson Anticline and
is consistent with the results of seismic surveys on this -structure.
The two separate closures - in the minus-five-mgal contour indicate that
the dome has two culminations and this . was confirmed by seismic data

•-- (Smart, 1962), which - place the more northerly culmination of the
-structure exactly in the centre of -a ,gravity 'high'. The reconnaissance
gravity data in this locality were supplemented to some extent by

- gravity readings taken on seismic traverses. Orient Nos. 1 and - 2
wells have been drilled on the Chesscn Anticline. The No. 1 well was
drilled on the more-northerly culmination. It Nous - abandoned at 3200
ft in-Cretaceous sediments of the Blythesdale-Group. No. 2 well wap

-drilled about one mile east of No. 1 well to test for Permian
- sediments on the eastern flank of the structure. It encbuntered
recrystallized greywacke of possible-pre-Mesozoic age at u depth of
3350 ft (Smart, 1963) as already mentioned.

Further to the east of the . Durham- Downs Gravity Platform
an area of low gravity relief, the Norley Gravity Low, occupies the
southern portion of the Toompine 1250, -0O0 map area. This-gravity 'low'
separates the Toompine Gravity Spur to - -the north from the Eulo gravity
High and - is -tentatively interpreted as an indication of an east-west
belt of' low density - Palaeozoic granite intruded into the older rocks
that compose -the Eulo Shelf.

In th-e - 8611th-west corner of the region, in the Noccundra-
Orientos area, there isa broad negative -gravity anomaly, the -Teneppera
Gravity Low, with a -magnitude of about 20 milligals. This gravity 'low'

-- ii -completely -bounded by-steep gravity gradients, which are continuous
wi$over a considerable distance, but which change -direction abruptly at
Aseveral points. It is - thought that the gravity -gradients are the

-expression of a series of faults, or steeply dipping - monoclines, and
that the gravity 'low' possibly represents a graben containing
relatively thick sediments produced by block faulting.

The Tenappera Gravity Low is bounded in-the west by a
- :narrow ridge of high gravity values runningin a south - westerly
direction through the centre of the Strzelecki 1a250,000 map area.
This ridge, the Dullingari Gravity Ridge, is thought to - be the -

- expression -of - a relative - thinning- in the . sedimentary- section.

In the - extreme north-east of the Strzelecki map area
the gravity 'high' indicated on the contour map is interpreted as the
gravity expression of the Dullingari Anticline t whose existence has been
established by seismic work and the results of Dullingari No. 1 well.

• ip

•
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Seismic surveys

Before commencing work in the Eromanga Basin from Eulo
westwards in 1962, the BMR No0,1 Seismic Party,did.a,limited amount of
work between the Nebine Ridge and the EuIo Shelf to determine whether
the depression between - these two areas o4 4 shallow basement was of
significant depth near Cunnamulla and to investigate its possible
development to the north (Davies & Lodwick, 1966). At Coongoola, 30
miles north-east of Cunnamulla, a refraptiondepth-probe was shot in
a north-south direction and a five-mile reflection traverse was shot
in an east-west direction. The refraction probe indicated a
refractor with a velocity of 19,000 ft/sat a depth of about 3300 ft,
dipping to the south. This velocity is high enough to suggest that
the,, refractor represents either igneous or -metamorphic basement. On
the reflection traverse, reflections were fecorded from depths of .
up to 2800 ft and these indicated that the sediments present had
practically no dip in the east-west direc ition. It was concluded that
there was a sedimentary depression about 3000 'ft deep near Coongoola
and it was inferred that the depression was unlikely to deepen to
the north or north-west as had been thought Tossible...

A small 'amount of reflection - seisMic:work,',using
correlation method d with shot-points one Cr two miles -apart, has
been done by Phillips Petroleum Company, in conjunction with Sunray
Mid-Continent Oil Company, in the Eulo/Grey Range area. 'Three miles
of continuous profiling was also surveyed "neai Thargomindah. The
results indicate a" thickeningof the sedimentary section westward
from Eulo, the' sectionreaching a depth of 2700 ft below datum (300
ft above M.S.L.) at Thargomindah. South 7West:of Thargomindah a
synclinal axis was located with a thicknebs of Mesozoic' sediments of

-about 4900 ft. Another synclinal axis, where: the thickness of
section was believed to be 3300 ft, was located north-west of
Thargomindah . near Tygarra Bore. These Synclinal axed are east of
the Grey Range. '

No reflections were recorded from depths below the
Mesozoic in the Thargomindah area, which suggested that in this
area Mesozoic sediments overlie basement, with no PaldeozOic
sediments present-(Phillips Petroleum Co. and Sunray Mid-
Continent Oil Co., 1961).

A seismic reflection - survey was conducted on
behalf of L. B. Smart Oil Exploration Company' Limited by Geosurveys
of Australia Ltd during 1959 (Smart, 1962). The survey consisted
of a number of shot-points placed at one- or two-mile intervals
Along 'traverses "acrossthe Canaway - Anticline, the Pinkilla
Anticline, and the Chesson Anticline of the Grey Range. The
results obtained in the ChessonAnticline area (near the Orient
wells) are of most interest to this report.

The reflection quality of the seismic records was
generally not good, and only one reflector could be correlated
over the area with certainty. Preliminary evidence suggested that
this reflection horizon represents the top of the Blythesdale
Group. The contour map of this reflection horizon on the Chesson
Anticline indicated two closed structures or domes. More detailed
shooting was conducted on the southern dome and results indicated
at least 300 ft of local closure, but the total closure on the
Chesson Anticline is probably much greater (Smart, 1962). No
deeper reflections were recorded in this area during the survey.
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Seismic results in the Chesson Anticline area and the
results of work done further to the north in the areas of the Pinkilla
and Callaway Anticlines suggested that the Grey Range is an anticlinal
flexure resulting from a buried ridge of basement rocks with Mesozoic
sediments draped over the buried - ridge.- The resultsof Orient No. 2
well appeared to confirm this conclusion (Smart, 1963) if the

• recrystallized greywacke in which the - well finished . was regarded as
..basement,.or indicative of intrusive basement rocks nearby.

A seismic survey consisting of reflection and refraction
• work was done for Delhi Australian Petroleum Ltd in the region of the

•clieensland/Southlustralia border during 1962 (Delhi, 1962). Reflection
traverses were shot in the Orientos area. Refraction traverses were
ran from Tibooburra northwards into the Orientos area and from the
east of the Orientos area westwards past the Delhi-Santos Dullingara No.
1 well. Continuous profiling was employed for all reflection shooting.
Refraction work consisted of continuous profiling with shots made from
both directions to record one deep refractor and of direct and reverse

• profiles at intervals along the continuous traverses to measure the
thicknesses and velocities of all the various layers. Well velocity
surveys were conducted in*theDullingari No. 1 well (Delhi, 1963a)
and in the Orientos No. 1 well (Delhi, 1963b).

Two streng bands of reflected energy were recorded and
were presented in the form of sub-surface structure contour maps
(Delhi, 1962). The two reflection bands were labelled the 'C' and 'P'
horizons.

The 'C' horizon is semi-persistent in the Orientos area.
The main structural feature on the 'C' horizon is a SE-trending anti-
cline near Orientos with about 500 ft of closure provided by an east-
trending 'low' on the south. This was the Orientos Anticline discovered
during seismic surveys in 1961 (Smart, 1961c).

The 'P' horizon is the most persistent reflection band
in the area. An anticlinal closure similar to that mapped on the 'C'
horizon is present, but with additional structural. complexity and
stronger dips.

The refraction work was done on parts - of three main
lines, lines 4, 5> and 6 as shown in Plate 2. Line 4 was essentially a
north-south line, extending from Tibooburra northwards into the Orientos
area and refraction work was done on its northern end. The southern
end of the refraction line shows a very thin sedimentary section above
a high-velocity refractor. This refractor is identified with the
unconformity at the base of the Permian at the Orientos and Dullingari
*ells. A northward thickening of geological section is indicated by
this refractor and by additional layers indicated by short profiles
shot to record all refractors. This thickening is gradual over most of
the line but with a sharp increase in the thickness of sedimentary
section on the northern end. To the north of this sudden thickening
of section, an additional layer with a velocity of about 14,000 ft/Sec is
present. This layer is interpreted as wedging out to the south and it
is thought to represent Permian and possibly Triassic sediments
(Delhi, 1962).

Line 5 is a short line running north-westerly across
the Orientos structure. Essentially, the structure as indicated by
the reflection work (Delhi, 1962) was confirmed by the refraction
work.
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Line 6 was shot east-west across the Orientos and
Dullingari areas extending about 90 miles eastward from Dullingari
No. 1 well. Eastwards from a point south of Orientos the line
generally indicates relatively flat-lying sediments thinning and
increasing in westerly dip towards the eastern end. This increase
in dip is related to the Grey Range uplift, which evidently extends
to this area. An-anticlinal feature was indicated on Line 6 about
20 miles south-west of Orientos No. 1 Well (Delhi, 1962). West of
this 'high', steep west dip, accompanied by a fault with downthrow
to the west, was observed as far as a synclinal axis about 6 miles'
south-east of Dullingari No. 1 well. The Dullingari structure was
mapped by both the reflection and refraction methods. Thickening
of the Permian section on each side of the structure is indicated
by refraction data (Delhi, 1962).

3, OBJECTIVES AND PROGRAMME 

Ob'ectives

The main purpose of the survey was to investigate
the nature of the rocks beneath the Mesozoic artesian sediments
of the Eromanga Basin, attempting to determine whether they are
sedimentary or igneous and, if large troughs of sediments are
indicated, to determine the broad structural features of these
troughs. After reference to the known geological and geophysical
data in the area, specific objectives were outlined as follows
before commencement of the survey in 1962:

(a) To confirm the gradual deepening qf basement
from Eulo to Thargomindah.

(b) To investigate the extent of Mesozoic and
Palaeozoic sediments in the syncline already
shown to exist between Thargomindah and the
Grey Range.

(c) To confirm that the Grey Range is a basement
ridge in this area, and to determine the
possibility of Palaeozoic sediments being
present on its crest.

(d) To investigate the possible broad synclinal
area between the Grey Range and Nappamerry in
order to determine the thickness of Mesozoic
sediments and to examine any structures within it.

(e) To investigate the reasons for poor reflection
quality when shooting on duricrust and to
determine optimum shooting techniques for these
areas of duricrust.

Programme 

To achieve these objectives the following
programme was proposed:

1. A refraction probe to measure the velocity of
granitic basement near Eulo.

2. A refraction probe to measure the depth and
velocity of basement rock near Yandunburra, about
40 miles west of Eulo.

(0
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3. A refraction probe to measure - the -depth and velocity
of basement rock near Thargomindah.

40 A -group of noise tests to be shot on the duricrust,
followed by testing of patterns of shot-holes and
geophones, to determine the best shooting technique
on the duricrust areas. It was desirable that this
testing be done in an area where there was a
reasonable depth of sediments, so that reflections
might be recorded.

5. A reconnaissance reflection traverse from Noccundra
to about 15 miles east of Nappamerry (where it
should tie in with the seismic work done by Delhi
Australian Petroleum Ltd). This was to be shot
using the method of five-mile traverses of
continuous profiling with five-mile gaps between
each traverse.

6. A continuous reflection traverse from about five
miles east of Nockatunga across the Grey Range to
within 25 miles of Thargomindah. -

7. A refrae,tron traverse on the Grey Range to record all
refractor6 down tU basement.

Owing to lack of time during 1962, the programme was
not completed until 1963, when some additional work to investigate
the structural significance of Bouguer anomalies between Noccundra and
Thargomindah was also carried out. Several changes were made to the
original programme during the course of the survey in 1962 and 1963
for various reasons. These are summarized below:

Proposals (1), (2), and (3). These portions of the
programme were carried out as planned in 1962. They became refraction
Traverses I, J, and K, and their locations are shown in Plate 2.

Proposal (4). In general, the area of the survey was
west . of the Grey Range and consisted of sandhills and the channel
country of the Wilson River and Cooper Creek. The only occurrences
of duricrust are elevated remnants and are apparently spurs of the -
Grey-Range. These duricrust remnants were dissected by gorges and were
not easily accessible for vehicles. The site for the noise tests was
selected. across a low range-of hills and is shown as Traverse 0 (near
Noccundra) in Plate 2. However, the terrain and the surface formation
were not typical of duricrust; most subsurface layers were only of
medium hardness and did not contain a very hard layer of siliceous
shale. This work was completed in 1962.

Proposal (5). As a result of the B.M.R. gravity work
west of Thargomindah, the programme was altered so that, instead of
Shooting the reconnaissance traverse towards Nappamerry, which would
have been parallel to the Bouguer anomaly contours (see Plate 4), a.
traverse was surveyed south7west from Noccundra towards Orientos to
investigate the negative Bougderanomaly in this area. Further,
because of the Delhi Australian Petroleum Ltd work in this area it
was only necessary to extend the traverse as far west as Tenappera
waterhole. The location of this traverse (Traverse N) is shown in
Plate 2. To effect a better tie with the Delhi refraction work, a
short traverse (Traverse P in Plate 2) was shot south of Paddy Paddy
waterhole. Proposal (5) was carried out in its modified form in 1962.
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Proposal (6). Owing to lack of time, only 15 miles of
this traverse were completed in 1962. However, including work done in
1962 and 1963, Traverse L was shot continuously for reflections from a
point about eight miles north-east of Nockatunga as far as the Orientos
No. 2 well. A five-mile section of continuous profiling was also shot
about 10 miles south-east of Orient No. 2 (Plate 2) on the eastern flank
of the Grey Range Sin 1963.

Proposal (7). In 1963, a refraction traverse (Traverse
Q) was surveyed through the position of Orient No. 2 well as planned.

Before commencement of the survey in 1963 it was decided
that, in addition to completing the programme planned for 1962, some
additional work would be carried out.

Additional work planned for and carried out in 1963,
together with objectives, are summarized below:

1. Two five-mile sections of continuous reflection
profiling in the Noccundra - Nockatunga area to
investigate the structural significance of a gravity
'high' near . Nockatunga- were- shot-as . part . of Traverse
L (Plate 2).

2. A refraction traverse (Traverse R) was surveyed
near Tygarra Bore to investigate the depth and
velocity of basement rock in - the synclinal feature
that had been indicated by reflection work
(Phillips, 1961) and gravity data (Barlow, in
preparation). If the recorded depth to the
basement refractor was significantly deeper than
the previous estimate . of -the sedimentary section,
then about two miles of reflection profiling was to
be done. A mile and a half of reflection
profiling was done on Traverse R.

3. A refraction . traverse (Traverse 0 with some
associated reflection work was carried out to the
north-east of Thargomindah to investigate the
significance of a gravity 'low'.

4. RESULTS 

The table of operations (Appendix B) lists the
statistics of surveying, drilling, recording, and geophone layout.

Drilling

Drilling conditions, though variable over the area of
the survey, were seldom difficult. On Traverses N and P, loose
sands, clay,and gravel were encountered; • it was not generally possible
to shoot more than one or two shots in a hole before it fell in at
shallow depths. This made it difficult to determine the best depth of
shot by uphole shooting.

On Traverse L, between Noccundra and the Grey Range, the
formations penetrated were slightly silicified shales and sandstones
and clays. The water table was penetrated at depths ranging from 45
to 60 ft and it was necessary to drill the shot-holes to about 75 ft.
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Some of the shot-holes were drilled using air. The falling in of
surface gibbers along Traverse 0 caused some drilling difficulties.

_ The deeper formations along Traverse 0 were partially silicified
shales and sandstones and soft clay.

East of the Grey Range the formations penetrated along
Traverse L (Shot-points 451-466) were mainly sandy clays and shales.
Surface gibbers were encountered on the most westerly shot-points.
The holes were air-drilled to 75 ft into blue clay. On Traverse R,
near Tygarra Bore, shot-holes were drilled to 100 ft using air with
water injection. The formations penetrated were sand and clay. A
water-bearing gravel was encountered at about 45 ft between Shot-
points 512 and 514. On Traverse S, 20 miles north-east of
Thargomindah, the formations were mainly red clay, hard shale, and
white, yellow, and black clays: Shot-holes -were drilled to 90 ft
into the black clay using water and mud.

Shooting

The weathering thicknesses on Traverses N and P •
varied erratically and it was not possible to select an approximately
constant depth of shot or a particular marker bed in which to place
the shot. The near-surface formations were unconsolidated alluvial
clays and sands, which might be expected in the flat channel country
of the rivers flowing into Lake Eyre. The reflection quality ranged

-from7poor to good With shot depths ranging from about 70 to 140 ft,

In the NoccundraZockatunga area along Traverse L
(Shot-points 209-226 and 871:250), fair quality reflections were
recorded with the shot in black clay at depths ranging between 60
and 105 ft. The depths of weathering -varied:from:about 15 to 40 ft,

Shooting . conditionswere good on the western' flank of
the Grey Range along Traverse L (Sbot-points 261-351), where the depth
of weathering rained reasonably uniform at about 30 to 50 ft over
manY miles of traverse. Poor to good quality reflections were
recorded. Better results were obtained in 1963 using five-hole
patterns parralel to the traverse, with holes 60 ft deep and loaded
with 2 lbs of explosive per hole as compared with single holes,
drilled to about 80 ft and loaded with 10 to 20 lbs of explosives,
which were mostly 'used during the 1962 part of the survey,

On Traverse 0, good to poor quality reflections were
recorded with shot depths of about 100 ft; the shots had to be
deeper as the elevation increased in order to maintain reasonable
reflection quality.

On the eastern flank of the Grey Range, shooting
conditions were variable along Traverse L (Shot-points 451-466) and
Traverses R and S. Poor to fair quality reflections were recorded over
Traverses L and R and reflections were very poor along Traverse S.

Noise tests

A noise spread was shot on Traverse 0 in 1962 and was
followed by some experimenting with shot-hole patterns and multiple
geophones. The noise test was not sufficiently well controlled to
enable a detailed analysis of the noise to be made, which would give
relative amplitudes of the various noise events and the signal.
However, sufficient information was obtained to calculate suitable
geophone and shot-hole spacing. Shot-hole patterns consisting of five

•••
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holes at 11-ft intervals parallel to the traverse, and geophone
patterns consisting of 12 geophones in line, also spaced at 11-ft
intervals, were tried. Some improvement in reflection quality
resulted, but this was not considered sufficient to warrant using
this technique for the other traverses shot in 1962.

•^ At the start of the 1963 seismic survey shot-hole
patterns consisting of five holes at 30-ft intervals parallel to the
traverse, and geophone patterns consisting of 8 geophones at 20-ft
intervals in line along the traverse were used on Traverse L. The
results obtained from this set-up were good.

A noise test was made on Traverse L at SP317 to
determine the optimum size for geophone groups and shot-hole
patterns. The leval of seismic noise recorded relative to signal
was not excessive, as some reflection signals could be observed on
the noise profile recorded with sihgle geophones. Reflection signals
generally exhibited fairly high frequencies, of the order of 60 c/s.
Frequencies of the stronger noise events were - mostly'about 20-30 c/a, while
apparent noise velocities ranged from 1000 ft/s upwards, the most
important events having apparent velocities of about 2500 ft/s. The
value chosen as a suitable cut-off wave number,(k,;) for spatial
filtering by geophone and shot-hole groups.was 0.006. Using the
formula kb = 1/2ne, where n = number of geophones or holes and e =
spacing between them, this value suggested that for a group of eight
geophones the spacing between geophones should be at least 10 ft in
order to attenuate the organized noise effectively. Similarly the
spacing for a group of five holes should be at least 17 ft. In order
to compute the maximum permissible spacings that could be used with-
out attenuating the reflection signals, the apparent velocities,
wavelengths, and frequencies were measured for the shallowest
reflections in the area. These spacings were found to be about 20
ft for a group of eight geophones and 30 ft for a group of five shot-
holes. Comparisons were then made using geophone and shot-hole
groups with the minimum and maximum spacings as defined above. It
was found that the arrangement using the wider spacings gave perhaps
slightly better results and it was decided to continue using eight
geophones per trace at 20-ft intervals and five holes at 30-ft
intervals in line parallel to the traverse and offset 50 ft from it.
The use of sixteen geophones per trace in two similar, parallel
groups of eight was also tried, but the improvement in results was
insufficient to justify the extra effort.

Reflection traverses 

Uphole times were used for computation of weathering
corrections, and reflection data were corrected for elevation
differences to a datum of 300 ft above mean sea level using
elevation velocities shown in Appendix B. In order to establish
velocity and time-depth relationships, Wit analyses of reflections
were used.

The only reliable well velocity information available
at the time of writing this report was derived from a calibrated sonic
.log.of Orientos No. 1 well (Delhi, 1963b), the results of which are
shown in Plate 17. Corrected reflection times in the Orientos area
were converted to depths using velocity information derived from a
combination of the sonic log and the well velocity survey that was run
in the hole.
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The coefficient of reflection was calculated from the -
sonic log in the Orientos No. 1 well using the approximate formula
R (V

2 
- v1 )/(vo + V 1 ), with a sampling interval of two milliseconds

one-way time. The rePlection coefficient is shown plotted against
depth in Plate 17 and was used in correlating principal reflection
events recorded near Orientos No. 1 with the lithology of the well.

Comparison of velocity distributions between Orientos
and Eulo indicate the presence of a horizontal velocity gradient. For
the purposes of interpretation, four distinct velocity distributions
have been adopted for use between Orientos and Eulo. The comparison of
the time-depth curves of the four velocity distributions are shown in
Plate 18. At a reflection time of one second there is a depth
difference of 1000 ft between curves 1 and 4 (Plate 18), which
justifies the use of different velocity distributions for the
interpretation.

The reflection cross-sections along Traverses N, P, 0,
L, R, and S are shown in Plates 5 to 10, respectively. The record
cross-sections are presented in variable-area trace form and were
produced in the BMR playback centre.

Throughout the area, two main reflecting horizons were
recorded which were correlatable, at least within the same eneegi
band, along Traverses N, P, 0, L, and R. They were designated the
'CI horizon and the 'P' horizon and have been marked as such on the
end shot-points of each reflection-time section (Plates 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9). These two reflections ranged in quality from poor to good, but
were consistently recognizable on the records.

As well as the 'C' and 'P' horizons, two other
reflections were recorded earlier than the 'C' horizon; these were
called the 'A' and 'B' horizons (Lodwick & Jones, 1964). These two
reflections were recorded east and west of the Grey Range but were
neither so strong nor so characteristic as the 'C' and 'P' horizons.
West of SP126 on Traverse N (Plate 5), where the sedimentary section
is relatively thick, a further reflection appears between the 'C' and
'P' horizons.

Refraction results 

The time-depth graphs and interpretation of the six
refraction probes on Traverses Q, R, S, K, J, and I are shown in Plates
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 respectively. The velocities and depths

, below datum (300 ft above sea level) calculated on each traverse were:

Traverse Refractor velocity
(ft/s)

Depth below datum
(ft)

Q. 17,650 3000

R 19,600 4300

S 18,800 4000

K 18,750 3900

J 18,500 _2700

I .19,500 800

•
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5, INTERPRETATION

The 'C' and °P' reflecting_horizons 

Private companies that have done seismic work in the
Eromanga Basin have generally been able to recognize two persistent
reflections similar to the 'C' and °P' reflecting horizons that were
recognized in the BMR surveys and the same nomenclature has generally
been used in designating these horizons.

The 'C' horizon has generally been correlated with an
horizon in the Blythesdale Group of the Mesozoic artesian sequence,
but the stratigraphic correlation of the 'P' horizon has been less
certain. At the Innamincka No. 1 well, the 'P' horizon was
correlated (Delhi, 1961a) with the top of the Palaeozoic rocks below
the unconformity at the base of the Permian sediments, which were
about 300 ft thick. After the drilling of the Betoota No. 1 well, the
'P' horizon was interpreted (Delhi, 1961b) to represent a similar
unconformity at the base of the Mesozoic sediments, there being no
Permian present at Betoota. More recently, Dullingari No. 1 and
Orientos No. 1 wells have disclosed greater thicknesses of Permian
sediments (1300 ft at Orientos), and the 'P' horizon has been shown to
correlate With some thick coal seams within the Permian. It appears
therefore that the stratigraphic correlation of the 'P' horizon
depends on the thickness of Permian sediments present, but it may be
said that it generally lies at, or just below, the base of the
Mesozoic section.

The Orientos No. 1 well is only 40 miles west of the
BMR survey area and is considered a convenient reference point for
the correlation of seismic results in the area under consideration. A
comparison of theoretical reflection times derived from the sonic log
of Orientos No. 1 well with actual reflection times taken from a
seismogram (Delhi Line 5, SP51) shot near the well, is shown in
Appendix D . The comparison shows that at the Orientos No. 1 well
the 'C' reflection correlates with the Transition Beds at the top of
the Blythesdale Group, and that the 'P' reflection correlates with coal
seams near the top of the Permian. Ordovician sediments were encountered
at 7086 ft below BMR datum in the well, and the sonic log showed a
velocity of 19,500 ft/s in them (Plate 17). The thickness of Permian
sediments penetrated was 1300 ft.

Correlation of 'C° and 'P° horizons with refractors 

Continuous refraction profiling was also carried out by
Delhi Australian Petroleum Ltd together with a number of refraction
depth probes at intervals along the continuous lines in order to
measure the thickness and velocity of the various layers present. The
results Of the depth probe located 15 miles sbuth-east of Orientos No. 1
on Delhi Line 4 are shown in Appendix D. The V4 refractor (18,380 ft/
s) was followed continuously to the Orientos No. 1 well, where it was
calculated to be at 7186 ft below datum. This depth compares quite
well with the depth to the top of the Ordovician in the well, and
hence this refractor may be taken to correlate with the Ordovician
sediments. That the refraction velocity (18,380 ft/s) was low compared
with the vertically measured sonic log velocity (19,500 ft/s) could
possibly be explained by the fact that the Ordovician beds are dipping
at 70 degrees.
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The average depth below datum of the 'C' reflection
near the location of this depth probe is 5030 ft, which suggests
the V3 refractor -correlates with the 'C' reflection horizon. The
average depth to the °P° reflection horizon near the probe is 6750
ft. The IP' horizon is well above the top of the Ordovician or
V4 refractor (7500 ft). The 'P' horizon at the probe can be
correlated continuously to near Orientos No. 1 well (Delhi Line 5,
SP51).^horizon-at the probe - was also correlated
continuously-to near the well.

For 'adistance of - about- 18miles to the east of this
probe no reflection profiling vas - done; however, the 'P'
reflection . can - very- likely be correlated -with - a persistent
reflection at the western - end- of BMR - Traverse - N (SP59), which 'could
be followed for 100 miles to the vast and which was" regardedas
the 'P' reflection on the BMR traverses. This reflection can be
recognized on reflection records shot by the BMR near another
refraction- probe on Delhi Line 6. This refraction - probe, shot'
near the southern-section cf - BMR Traverse-P, yielded the-results
•'shown, in Appendix -D. BMR SP1025 of -- Traverse P is close to Delhi
-SP 253 at the centre of this refraction - probe (Delhi Line 6). At
-this - point the 'P' reflection is probably coincident with theV4
refractor at about 6400 ft. It is also apparent that the 'C'
reflection at - SP1025 of Traverse P^almost coincident with the
V3 . refractor.

From- the - foregoing -discussion, it appears that we are
- justified in taking - the °C' reflection recorded throughout this

-survey - area as -reprebenting-an-horizon in-the - Blythesdale Group -.
It is also -apparent -that - the 'P' reflection -is close to -the top

• of the ^-Traverse -P and - that the Permian section must
be either fairly thin or non-existent. Eastwards from this'point
the 'P' reflection is considered to be associated with the
angular unconformity at the base of the Mesozoic sediments. West-
wards-it is associated with -coal seams near the top of the Permian
eediments.

Reflection between 'C' -and 'P' horizons 

A third -reflection waerecorded -between the 'C' and 'P'
- horizons on the -western- portions of Traverse N, but was not so
•persistent -or - so -characteristic as the two main reflections. This
-reflection was - also recorded on Delhi Line 5 at SP51 near Orientos
No. 1 at - a'depth, of 5380 ft, which agrees very closely with the

-depth -to the top of Triassic recorded in - the well (see Appendix D).
From a study of the reflection coefficient derived -from the sonic
log of Orientos No. 1 (Plate' 17), it appears that this . reflection

-may -represent an horizon in the Lower Jurassic Walloon Coal Measures.
The reflection may be tentatively correlated at least as fax east
as SP126 - on BMR Traverse N, although the reflection is not
continuous.

Comparison of refraction velocities in the east and -west of the area

The V4 refractor velocities (18,380 ft/s to 1 9,550 ft/s),
representing Ordovician rocks in the Orientos -area, are found to be

• of the same order - as those velocities measured in the Thargomindah -
Eulo area on the eastern flank of the Grey Range. The velocity
measured at a refraction probe near Eulo (Traverse I, Plate 16), where
there are known granite outcrops, was 19,500 ft/s. West of Traverse
I, four other refraction probes (Traverses J, K, S, and R; Plate 2)

\I
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recorded velocities ranging between 18,500 ft/s and 19,600 ft/s.
These velocities are high enough to suggest that they represent
basement rock of igneous or metamorphic origin, but it is also
possible that they represent equivalents of the Ordovician sediments
found in the Orientos well. Reflections have been recorded from below
the high velocity refractors as far east as the Grey Range, suggesting
that they represent the Ordovidian sediments to this point. Some-
where between the Grey Range and Eulo, granite -or- metamorphic rocks
replace these Ordovician sediments.

Artesian Basin profile ac ross survey area from east to west 

The refraction depth probing by the BMR described in
this report and the reflection spot correlation work by Phillips
Petroleum Co., between Eulo and the Grey Rangsi . indicate an increase
in thickness of Mesozoic sediments from zero near the granite out-
crops at Eulo westwards past Thargomindah to a synclinal axis near
Tygarra Bore, 25 miles north-east of Thargomindah (Phillips, 1961).
On Traverse I, six miles south-west of Eulo, a high velocity
refractor, probably representing granite, was recorded at only 800 ft
below datum (300 ft above sea level). At Yandunburra, 30 miles east
of Thargomindah, a pre-Mesozoic refractor was recorded - at a depth of
2700 ft below datum on Traverse J (Plate 15). Eight miles north-east
of Thargomindah a pre-Mesozoic refractor was recorded at a depth of
3900 ft below datum on Traverse K (Plate 14). Near Tygarra Bore,
refraction work on Traverse R indicated that the base of the Mesozoic
was 4300 ft below datum (Plate 12).

West of Tygarra Bore, reflection and refraction work,
together with the results from Orient No. 2 well, indicate that the
Mesozoic sediments thin towards the Grey Range $ their base being at
3173 ft below datum at the Orient No. 2 well on the Grey Range.

West of the Grey Range the structure of the artesian
sedimentary basin is indicated by the 'C' and 'P' reflections on BMR
Traverses L and N, the Delhi refraction lines, and reflection work in
the Orientos-Dullingari area. The results of this work indicate that
the basin deepens generally westward from the Grey Range to near the
Queensland/South Australia border. The post-Ordovician sediments, i.e.
Mesozoic and Permian sediments, increase in thickness to about 7000
ft at the western end of Traverse N and 9000 ft in the Dullingari
No. 1 well.

The Permian sediments, which have a maximum thickness
of about 3000 ft in the Dullingari-Orientos area, thin out to the
east as described in more detail in a later section. The main
Permian basin probably extends no further east than the western end of
Traverse P (Plate 2), although there may be some limited local
occurrences east of this.

The Grey Range structure and the extent of pre-Permian sediments 

As previously discussed, the 'P' reflection east of SP
1025 on Traverse P is thought to be associated with the angular
unconformity considered to exist at the base of the Mesozoic section.
Prior to the BMR seismic work in the Grey Range area, it was thought
that the recrystallized greywacke encountered at the bottom of Orient
No. 2 well represented basement.. However, steep easterly dipping
reflections were recorded by the BMR from below the 'P' reflection on
most of Traverse N and on Traverse L east and west of the Grey Range,
and these raise serious doubts on whether basement was in fact
reached.

tc‘
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Between SP328 and SP 351 on Traverse-L (Plate 8), deep
easterly dipping reflections were recorded from below the'P'
horizon at times-varying-from- 1.0 second beneath SP328 to 2.16 seconds
beneath SP342. For example, one such dipping reflection truncated at
the unconformity beneath - the 'P' horizon near SP337 and recorded at a
time of 0.79 second can be followed about*miles . tothe east with
about 20° dip to SP351, where it has a reflection time of 1.85 seconds
(Plate 8). These steeply- dipping events-below the 'P' reflection are
considered to represent sediments and to indicate the existence of large
thicknesses of Ordovician sedimentabeneath the Grey Range. Steep
easterly dips -were .also -recorded east of the Grey Range along Traverse L
between SP451-and -SP466, indicatingthe possible extent of Ordovician
rocks into this area (Plate 9) . . The deep events werecommonly recorded
at times of up to two seconds and sometimes up to three seconds, the
quality diminishing with depth. No reliable reflections were recorded
from below these events, which might indicate the depth of igneous
basement. However, it appears - that thesteeply . dipping 'sediments extend
to depths of at least 15,000 ft. -

Between BMR . Traverse L (SP451-SP466) and Eulo little or
no -reflection energy was obtained from below - the^horizon: This
suggests?that the Ordovician sediments are considerably thinner or do
not exist in this area (see reflection Traverses R and S, Plate 10).
-From thee-jforegoing discussion it is believed that Ordovician sediments
present i the Orientos area extend eastwards to the Grey Range,
becoming much tliinner on the eastern flank of the Range and finally
-wedging out against Devonian granite four or five miles west of
YandUnburra (Plate 2).

Thus, if the Grey Range is underlain by a considerable
thickness of Ordovician sediments, the earlier interpretation of this
teature-as &relatively shallow basement ridge with Mesozoic sediments
draped over-it (Smart, 1962) is--incorrect. Seismic work in 1962 and
1963 has confirmed the presence of a major anticlinal feature in the
Mesozoic sediments with axis near the Orient-wells on the Grey Range.
Thid - feature has a relief of over a thousand feet in -the-Mesozoic.
section and interrupts the general trend of thickening of the
Mesozoic sediments westwards from Eulo to the Queensland/South
Australia border. The density contrast between Mesozoic and Ordovician
sediments would be sufficient to account for the positive gravity
anomaly-near the Orient wells. Magnetic basement (Plate 2), which
represents an unknown horizon much deeper than the base of the
Mesozoic, shows no positive feature near the Grey Range. This suggests
that the Grey Range anticline is caused by an erosional 'high' in
the Ordovician sediments-rather than a basement uplift. The
recrystallized greywacke encountered at a depth of 3350+ ft in Orient
No. 2 well may be Ordovician in age. However, the eastern limit of
sedimentation moved a considerable distance to the east between
Permian and Jurassic times and it is not known haw far east the
equivalent of the Triassic beds encountered in the Dullingari and
Orientos wells extend. It is possible, therefore, that the greywacke
beneath-the Jurassic Blythesdale Group in Orient No. 2 well is
Triassic in age.

The detailed structure of Mesozoic and Permian sediments 

The detailed structure of the.Mesozoicanci - Permian
sediments will be considered from west to east across the survey area,
starting in the region of the Dullingari No. 1 and Orientos No. 1 wells,
where the depths of the various formations are definitely known.
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Eastwards from Dullingari No. 1 the Permian and
Mesozoic sediments thicken 9 as shown in Plate 2, into a syncline
with axis about six miles from DUllingari No. 1. In this syncline
the Permian has a maximum thickness of over 3000 ft compared with
thicknesses of 2300 ft and 1300 ft in Dullingari No. 1 well and
Orientos No. 1 well, respectively. The top of the Permian (below
K.B.) occurs at a depth of 6718 ft in Dullingari No:I:and 5964
ft in Orientos No. 1. In both wells the Permian i6 overlain by
Triassic sediments and the Jurassic Walloon Coal Measures. Between
the synclinal axis about six miles east of Dullifigari and an
anticlinal axis on Delhi Line 6 about 20 miles south-west of
Orientos No. 1 well the sediments exhibit fairly steep west dip.
About four miles west of the anticline there is a'fault . With a
doWnthrow of 300 ft to the west which affects the top .offthe
Ordovician but which probably does not extend ii ad far* the
Mesozoic sediments. East of this anticline on Delhi
easterly dip is observed for about 16 miles into a broad
syncline. North of Delhi Line 6 near Orientos No. 1 well there is a
SE-trending anticline (the Orientos Anticline) with about 500 ft of
closure, - which has been indicated on the interpretive crops-section
in'Plate 2. This cross-section is somewhatdiagrammatic rather than
accurate, because of the horizontal projection, of'data::over
distances of up to 12 miles on to the cross-section line.

The western end of BMR Traverse N is on the eastern
limb of the broad syncline that occurs west of Orientos. The depths
of the 'C' and 'P' horizons beneath SP59 at the western end of
Traverse N are about 5450 ft and 7550 ft, respectively, below seismic
datum. On the last few records at the western end of Traverse N there
are definite events which occur up to about 0.15 second beyond the 'P'
horizon and which are. more or less conformable with the 'P' and 'C'
horizons. These events disappear rather abruptly near SP61. If they
are genuine reflections it may be inferred that the top of the
Ordovician is about 1500 ft below the 'P' horizon west of SP61, since
there is a strong unconformity between the Permian and Ordovician.
Lodwick and Jones (1964) have suggested that this may be so. However,
this would conflict with the evidence of the V4 refractor, which was
followed continuously from Orientos No. 1 well along Delhi Lines 5
and 6 to the vicinity of Traverse N. This refractor is associated
with an unconformity at the top of the Ordovician at the Orientos
well. Near the western end of Taverses N it is recorded from about
the same depth as the 'P' horizon, not 1500 ft below it as would be
expected if the Permian extended 1500 ft below the 'P' horizon.

About 13 miles east of the western end of Traverse N,
the western segment of BMR Traverse P coincided With a refraction
depth probe on Delhi Line 6. At this point the 'P' horizon and the
V4 (Ordovician) refractor occurred at about the same depth, within •
the limits of error of the surveys, and there was no evidence of
reflections from below the 'P' horizon. It seems safe to assert,
therefore, that on the western segment of Traverse P the Permian
section is thin or non-existent.

From the western end of BMR Traverse N (SP59)
eastwards to SP152, about 18 miles south-west of Noccundra, the 'C'
and 'P' horizons indicate that the component of dip along the
traverse is generally westerly. Depths of these horizons at SP152
are about 3800 ft and 5200 ft, respectively, so that over the
interval between SP59 and SP152 the 'C' horizons rise about 1650 ft

VD
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and 2250 ft, respectively. There is thus a considerable -thinning of
the BlythesdaIe'Group and/or other . post-Ordovician- pre=Blythesdale
sediments over this' interval. The westerly dip over the interval is
mostly gradual and continuous, but between SP94 and SP96 the 'C' and
'P' horizons exhibit steeper apparent - west dip. It is probable that
this feature indicates a fault with a downthrow to the west of about
406 ft z An alteilnative explanation would be that there is a -mono= .

clinal fold between -these two shot-points.

The - westerly segment' of Traverse .P situated•south•of
SP106 on Traverse N, also' indicates westerly dip. The easterly
segment of Traverse P, which was surveyed south=west from 5P125 on
Traverse N, indicated little or no dip in the south-west direction.
Prom - SP1-52 eastwards along Traverse N to SP196, about three miles
south,-weet of Noccundra, the 'C' and 'P' horizons indicate more or
:less horizontal sediments with little change in depth. From SP196
to SP199 at the eastern end of Traverse N, south-westerly dip is
indicated.

Because of poor record quality it is difficult to
:Correlate-reflections with certainty across the three-mile gap in -the
traverse-between-SP199 andSP209. However -, it is considered
probable-that the 'C' and 'P' horizons occur at reflection times of
.:abOut 960 and 1170 Milliseconds at . SP199 and at reflection times of
---about- 860 and 1090 milliseconds at SP209. The-decrease in
-reflection times of about 90 milliseconds corresponds to a rise of
about 500 ft. The amount of westerly dip inferred between these two
Shot-points is similar to that observed between SP196 and SP199.

Record quality is poor between SP209 and SP212. This,
-together with phase changes and possibly faulting in the vicinity of
SP211, makes it difficult to follow the 'C' and 'P'.horieons in
this area. Near SP213 there is. a marked interruption in both of
these reflections. A diffraction pattern curving downwards toAhe
east from a time of 1.25 seconds - orfthe Cross-section near 5P213
indicates that the absence of the 'C' and 'P' horizons is caused by
faulting. -However, the fault in the vicinity-of SP213 apparently
•causes very little vertical displacement in the 'C' horizon and
-probably only -a small displacement of the 'P' horizon - downwards to
• the east. East of this fault, beneath SP214, a strong reflection

IS observed beneath the 'P' reflection and apparently conformable
with it. At SP214 the 'P' reflection -is recorded at 1.14 seconds
(corrected time) while the later reflection occurs at 1.25 seconds.
East of SP215-and deeper reflection becomes indistinct although it
could be. present at-least as far as SP220. Because of its strong
character near SP214 and SP215 it is unlikely that it is a multiple of
a weak, shallower reflection (the 'B' horizon, see below) which occurs
st about 0.62 second or half the reflection time of the deeper event.
If it is a primary reflection it may indicate that--there is a-local
development of-Permian sediments beneath the Mesozoic in this area

.
east of SP214. The Permian,-if-present, could be 900 ft thick. The
facts suggest-that the -fault near SP213 could have-been a .major one in
.pre-Mesozoic times, but that displacement was slight and diminishing-
in the Mesozoic. The gravity results give no indication of the
existence of the fault. The gravity gradient is downwards to the south-
west in this area, whereas the fault has a downthrow to the north-east.

On Reflection Traverse 0, whiclr\ was-surveyed
approximately east-west near the western end of Traverse L(Plate 2),
the 'C' and 'P' horizons west of SP-1-020 (plate 7) indicate only

- gentle dip to the west. However, near SP1020 on -this - traverse a fault
is indicated, with downthrow probably to the east; the fault is very

-- likely the same as that observed on Traverse L near SP213 less than
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two miles away. On the eastern side of the fault on Traverse 0, the
'C' horizon is too indistinct to pick with any certainty. A strong,
deeper event that occurs at about 1.27 seconds hetween SP1020 and SP
1021 might be the 'P' reflection, or, perhaps more likely, it might
be the same event as was recorded at 1.25 seconds east of the fault
on Traverse L.

Near SP218 on Traverse L (Plate 8) the 'C' and 'P'
horizons indicate the existence of an anticlinal fold axis, the
reflections generally dipping away to the east and west from this
point towatds)5P237 and SP191. This fold has a relief of about 500
ft in the traverse direction, but is faulted.near its crest (SP213).
Nevertheless, its possibilities as a closed structure that might
allow petroleum -accumulations - should be borne in mind.

At SP226 the depth of the 'C' and 'P' horizons are
about 3650 ft and 5300 ft, respectively, and the thickness Of the zone
between them is thus 1650 ft. Because of the poor reflection quality
on the records from SP237 to SP239 it is difficult to correlate the
'C' . and 'P' horizons accurately across the four-mile gap that exists
between SP226 and SP237. From SP239 eastwards the^and 'P'
horizons are more easily recognizable. At SP239 the depths of these
horizons are about 3850 ft and 5100 ft; the thickness of the zone
between the two horizons has decreased to 1250 ft, compared with 1650
ft at SP226. Relatively steep westerly dips recorded on the record
from SP238 at about the level of the 'P'horizon, which do not appear
to be matched by similar dips on any of the shallower events, suggest
that most of the thinning occurs in the vicinity of 5P238. Curved
events recorded near the level of the 'P' horizon under SP237 are very
likely diffractions, indicating that there is' probablyfaulting
in this area. The thinning in the zone between the 'C' and 'P'
horizons may thus be caused partly by pinching out of some of the
lower formations against a westerly-dipping Ordovician erosional
surface and partly by faulting. On the other hand the steeply dipping
events recorded at SP237 and SP238 may also indicate faulting rather
than a dipping horizon, so that the thinning may be entirely caused by
faulting in the lower part of the seOtion. There is no evidence that
faulting or other disturbances beneath these shot-points extend
upwards as far as the 'C' horizon, although the 'C' reflection is
admittedly very indefinite in this area. The most likely picking of
the 'C' and 'P' horizons at SP237 suggests that the gentle easterly
dip observed from SP225 to-SP226 continues across the four-mile gap to
SP237.

Eastwards from SP239 to SP250 the 'C' and 'P' horizons
are practically horizontal, with only slight rises of the order of 50
ft near 5P240 and SP242. It is again difficult to correlate the 'C'
and I" horizons accurately across the four-mile gap between SP 250 and
SP261 because the records on either side of the gap show considerable
differences in frequency characteristics. However, it does appear
probable that the 'P' horizon is about 200 ft deeper at SP261 than at
SP250.

Between 5P223 and SP261, Traverse L crosses one end of
an elongated gravity 'high', whose amplitude is about 3 milligals where
the traverse crosses the anomaly. There is a small structural 'high'
centred near SP242, which is near the centre of the gravity anomaly.
This structural 'high' is bounded by a fault on the south-western bide
near SP237 and by inferred north-easterly dips between SP250 and SP261
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on the north-easterly side. However, the structural 'high' centred
near SP242 is much smaller than that centred' on SP218 and there' is
no gravity 'high' to corre4ond - to the latter - feature (see gravity
contours, Plate 2). It seems doubtful, therefore, whether the gravity
anomalies in the . Nockatunga - Noccundra area reflect structure in the
Mesozoic sediments faithfully. However, the gravity 'high' may be
related to pre-Permian 'structure that has been responsible for the
existence of a small anticlinal structure in the Mesozoic sediments.

From SP261 eastwards . to SP340 - an the Grey Range both
'C' and 'P' horizons indicate westerly dip. Between 5P261 and SP308
the 'C' .and - 'P' horizons indicate average dips along the traverse of
about 55 ft and 80 ft per mile. East of SP308 dips become somewhat
Steeper and these horizons indicate average dips of about 120 and
140 ft per mile.

Several apparent faults occur on this portion of
Traverse L. There is probably a fault near SP309. Record quality is
poor, but at the level of the 'PI horizon a downthrow of about 300 ft
to the west appears to be indicated. A minor fault may occur near
SP320, the downthrow- sidebeing to the east in this case. A more
obvious fault is seen on the record cross-section near SP324 at the
level of the 'C' horizon. Between SP325 and SP323 there is an event
with a moveout of 0.12 second, which may be a diffraction associated
with the 'C' reflecting horizon. The 'P' reflection shows an increase
in westerly dip between SP322 and SP324, which is evidently related to
the fault. The throw of the fault is probably of the order of 300 ft
to the west. Steeper westerly dips over a short interval near SP337
are probably also indicative of faulting with a downthraw to the
west, the vertical displacement being of the order of 200 ft.

At SP340, where the 'C' and 'P' horizons are at their
shallowest depths for Traverse L, the depths of these horizons below
datum are about 2000 ft and 2700 ft, respectively. Eastwards from the
area between SP340 and SP351, which was close to Orient No. 2 well
(Plate 2), reflections indicate a gentle easterly dip. The anti-
clinal axis near 5P340 is part of the Chesson Anticline (Smart, 1962).

At SP351 the 'P' horizon was recorded at a depth of
about 3000 ft below datum or 3173 below the surface. This is within
200 ft of the depth at which Orient No. 2 well passed from Mesozoic
to probable pre-Mesozoic sediments (3350 ft below surface), so that in
this area the 'P' horizon may be said to be associated with an horizon
near the base of the Mesozoic sediments or the unconformity at the
base of the Mesozoic.

A refraction depth probe was shot on Traverse Q, Which
was surveyed more or less parallel to the gravity contours and the
Grey Range near Orient No. 2 well and SP351. A refractor with a
velocity of 17,650 ftis was recorded from a depth of about 3000 ft
below datum. This refractor almost certainly represents the grey-
wacke encountered at the bottom of Orient No. 2 well.

The 'C' horizon (i.e. the top of the most persistent
phases of the 'C' reflection on Traverse L) was recorded from a depth
of about 2350 ft below datum or 2523 ft below surface at SP351. Results
of Orient No. 2 well indicate that the 'C' horizon in this area is
somewhere in the upper part of the Blythesdale Group, which was
encountered from 2270 ft to 3350 ft below the sarface. However, at
the eastern end of Traverse L the 'C' reflection has several cycles
earlier than the phases picked along the length of Traverse L. The

tl
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onset of these earlier cycles would correspond to a depth not more
than 200 ft below the top of the Blythesdale . Group and within the
Cretaceous Transition Beds.

Near the - eastern end of Traverse L, two reflections from
above the 'C' horizon, designated the 'A' and 'B' horizons, can he
recognized. Neither of these reflections is very persistent. Where
they occur, they are, as would be expected, conformable with the 'C'
horizon. At SP346 the 'A' horizon occurs at a depth of about 1050 ft,
probably in the Tambo Formation. The 'B' horizon occurs at about
1650 ft, probably in the Roma Formation.

A five-mile segment of Traverse L was shot beginning
about ten miles south-east of Orient No. 2 well (Plate 2). The 'C'
and 'P' horizons were recorded on this segment at about the same times
as at SP351. Easterly dips were indicated (Plate 9).

Traverse R

Refraction Traverse R was surveyed near Tygarra Bore
to investigate the depth and velocity of basement rock in the
synclinal feature indicated by the previous reflection work and
gravity data (Plate 2). The results of the depth probe on the traverse
indicate a 19,600-Ws refractor at a depth of about 4300 ft below
datum (Plate 12).

The 'C' and 'P' horizons were recognizable on a short
reflection profile shot on Traverse R (Plate 10). Reflections
indicated near-horizontal strata l the 'C' and 'P' horizons having depths
of about 3000 ft and 4000 ft, respectively. No reflections were
recorded from below the 'P' horizon. The above results suggest that
Mesozoic sediments extend to a depth approaching 4300 ft with the
high-velocity refractor representing granitic basement.

Traverse S 

Traverse S was surveyed in a north-easterly direction
about 18 miles north-east of Thargomindah (Plate 2). A refraction
depth probe was carried out on it to investigate the significance of
a gravity 'low' in this area. The results (Plate 13) indicate that a
high-velocity refractor (18,800 ft/s) exists at about 4000 ft below
datum. One and a half miles of reflection traverse were also surveyed
on Traverse S_(Plate 10). Results were very poor but it does appear
that near-horizontal reflections were recorded up to at least 0.9
second. This suggests that the Mesozoic sediments extend to a depth
approaching 4000 ft.

A high-velocity refractor with similar velocity to that
recorded on Traverse S was recorded at about the same depth on
Traverse K about 12 miles south of Traverse S. The decrease in Bouguer
anomaly values of about 10 milligals between these two traverses thus
appears to bear no relation to the relief of the high-velocity
refractor, which might represent granitic basement, but which could also
represent Ordovician sediments, as indicated by the high velocities
recorded for these sediments in the Orientos No. 1 well. The gravity
'low' could be caused by a depression in igneous basement, but
unfortunately the seismic results are inconclusive on this matter. It
could also be caused by density variations within the igneous basement.
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The main objective of the survey, to -investigate the
nature of the rocks . beneath' the Mesozoic sediments of theEromanga
Basin, was achieved - in that it was possible to show' that these rocks
produced reflections -with locally persistent dip angles, indicating
that in all probability -they-are sedimentary rather than igneous.
Permian sedimentsi-ighich-may- be expected' to be more or less
conformable with' the Mesozoic sediments, are absent over most of the
survgvarea. - There is . a possibility that up to 1500' feet of Permian
sediments exist near the western end of Traverse N and perhaps also
in 'othersmall depressions' westof Nockatungai . but such occurrences
have not been definitely established.

Reflections from below the gently dipping - Mesozoic and
possible Permian sediments indicate relatively steep dips . ranging-from
25 to 50 degrees or more, so that there is a strong unconformity at
the base of the Mesozoic-Permian sediments. Since. Ordovician sediments
were recorded below such an unconformity in Orientos No. 1 well it
seems likely that the sediments immediately below - theunconformity in
the survey area are also Ordovician, but nothing definite is known
concerning their age. It is concluded that these pre-Permian
sediments are present east of the Orientos area as far as the Grey
Range, extending to depths of at least 15,000 ft. They apparently
become much thinner on the eastern flank of the Grey Range and
probably wedge out against granite east of Thargominddh.

The survey confirmed that basement depth increases
westwards from zero near Eulo towards Tygarra Bore, where the base of
the Mesozoic was indicated by refraction work to be 4300 ft below
datum. From a synclinal axis in this area the Mesozoic sediments
become thinner to the west towards the Grey Range. However, the
survey showed that the Grey Range anticline does not result from a
relatively shallow basement ridge, but rather from an erosional 'high'
in the pre-Permian sediments, which are well developed in this area.

West of the Grey Range a broad syncline is developed.
Dip is generally westward from the, Grey Range to a synclinal axis about,
15 miles east of Orientos No. 1 well, the base of the Mesozoic
increasing from a depth of 3000 ft on the Grey 'Range to about 7000 ft
at the western end of Traverse N. The westerly dip is interrupted by
a reversal of dip between Noccundra and Nockatunga, which results in
an anticlinal axis a few miles east of Noccundra. Although this
anticline is faulted near its axis it must be considered as a possible
structure suitable for the accumulation of hydrocarbons. Apart from
the Grey Range structure itself, no:Other significant anticlinal
features were'revealed by the survey, but several faults that might
-result in hydrocarbon.traps were indicated. It was outside the scope
of the present survey toattempt to establish closure on any of the
possible traps indicated.

It was not possible to carry out a detailed investigation
of seismic techniques for use in duricrust areas as had been planned
because of the lack of typical, hard duricrust layers in the accessible
parts of the survey area.

The seismic survey showed that a gravity 'high' near
- Nockatunga had little or no structural significance as far as the
Mesozoic sediments were concerned. The seismic method proved
inconclusiVe regarding the cause of a gravity 'low' 18 - miles north-east
of Thargomindah, largely because the refraction velocities of granitic
basement and pre-Permian sediments in the area can be quite similar.
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T. V. Buckley

B. C. Gunn

W. Rossendell

2 Mayhew 1000, 1'
Failing 750 rig

2 International 3-ton
' 4 x 4

1 Bedford, 3-ton,
4 x 4 RLHC3
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APPENDIX 'Al

Staff and' Equipment :

Staff

Party leader

Geophysicists

Surveyors

Observer

Shooter

• Toolpusher

Drillers

Drilling assistants

Mechanics

Clerk

Equipment 

Seismic amplifiers

Seismic oscillograph

Magnetic recorder

Geophones

Drills

Water tankers

1962 

K. B. Lodwick

J. S. Davies

P. Jones

W. Lamond

R. Krege

J. Ryman

B. G. Findlay

R. 0. Larter

A. Zoska

Texas Instruments
8000 Explorer

TRO-6 SIB 6-inch
27-trace

Electro-Tech DS7-7

Electro-TechEVS2 -
20 cis for reflection
work

T.I.C. - 6c/s for
refraction work

1963 

J, S. Davies

P. Jones

G. A. Allen

B. B. Malony

McDiarMid

S. Jennings

R. D.,-E. Cherry

B. G. Findlay

0. Larter

A. Zoska

E. Cherry

B. Peut

T. Clark

D. McIntyre

W. Rossendell

H. T. L. 7000B

Electro-Tech ER66,
6-inch 27-trace

Electro-Tech DS7-7

Hall-Sears H.S.J.
(approx. 900)f or
reflection work

Eleotro-Tech 4.5 c/s
(104) for refraction
wadk

2 MaYhew 1000, 1
Carey rig

3 Bedford RLHC3,
4 x 4 with 600-
gallon cylindrical
tanks
1 Bedford RLHC3,
4'x 4 with 800-
gallon flat tank
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1962^1963

Shooting truck^1 Bedford RLHC3,
3-ton, 4 x 4

Recording truck

Geophone trucks

Bedford RLHC3,
4 x 4 with 600-
gallon cylindrical
tanks

International AAl20,
4 x 4 with BMR
Ansair cab

International AAl20,
4 x4

2 Landrover LWB^2 Landrover LWB



Total footage
drilled

Explosives used

Datum level for
corrections

Weathering
velocities

Sub-weathering or
elevation
velocities

Source of velocity
distribution

22,160 ft

6.6 short 'tons Geophex

300 ft above Mean Sea
Level

2000 ft/s, 2200 ft/s

7000 ft/s, 6600 ft/s

t:At analysis, 1962 survey

Orientos No. 1 well,
sonic log and well
velocity survey

Reflection shooting data

Shot-point interval 1800 ft

Geophone group^6 detectors in line of
traverse, 22 ft apart

Geophone group
^

150 ft
interval
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APPENDIX 'B' 

Table of Operations 

1962 

Eromanga Basin

Thargomindah - Noccundra

Base camp at Noccundra

Temporary accommodation
at Thargomindah

28th September

3rd October

5th October

8th October

29th November

80

Lands & Survey Dept Qld.
Australia 1:250,000 map'
series

Main roads bench-mark,
Thargomindah. Main roads
levels

1963 

Eromanga Basin

Thargomindah - Noccundra

Base camp at Orient Tank

Temporary accommodation
at Thargomindah and
Noccundra

7th October

8th October

9th October

9th October

29th November

50-2/3

Lands & Survey Dept Qld.
4-mile series

Levels.- Main roads
bench-mark, Thargo-
mindah. Main roads
levelsf,

37,584 ft

0.725 "SAOA' tons Dupont
2.945 short tons Geophex

300 ft above Mean Sea
Level

1800 ft/s, 2000 ft/s
2200 ft/s, 2500 ft/s

6300 ft/s, 6600 ft/s
7000 ft/s, 7500 ft/s
8000 ft/s

tstlt analysis, 1962
and 1963 survey

Orientos No. 1 well,
sonic log and well
velocity survey

1320 ft and 1800 ft

8 detectors in line of
traverse, 19i ft apart

16 detectors in two rows
of eight along-traverse,
detectors 19i ft apart

110 ft and 150 ft

Sedimentary basin

Area

Camp site

Established camp

Surveying commenced

Drilling commenced

Shooting commenced

Survey terminated

Miles surveyed

Topographic survey
control

•

Holes shot
^157^ 133 (includes single

holes and patterns)
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1962^1963 

Miles traversed^54-1/3^ 32-1/3

Common shooting^50 to 80 ft in west^60 to 90 ft
depths^•^(Tray. L)

80 to 120 ft in east

Usual recording^K22 - K92^K18 - K120
filter

Usual playback^K22 - K55^K24 - 66K, K30 - 75K
filters

Common charge^10 to 20 lbs^5 x 2i lbs; . 5 x 5 lbs;
sizes^ 9 x 5 lbs

Single holes 10 to 20 lb&

.1
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